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Introduction
The wettability of the contact lens surface is, among the oxygen transmissibility, a very important material property that has a crucial impact on the physiological tolerance of a contact lens. In general, the wettability is defined as the tendency of liquid to spread over the surface when exposed to a solid object. [1, 2] If inconsistent wettability of the contact lens surface is present, visual impairment, increased allergy for deposits [3], and reduced comfort are the consequences. [4] A high long term compatibility of contact lens materials results from the combination of the both, the increased oxygen transmissibility and the improved wettability. [5-8] But the high oxygen transmissibility is associated with material-dependent hydrophobic surface characteristics [8], which leads to poorer in vivo wettability. [9-10] The most common methods of evaluating the wettability of contact lens surfaces is via contact angle [11-14], with the most prevalent techniques being “Sessile Drop” [12, 15] and “Captive Bubble” [9, 11]. The disadvantage of both methods is the small area that is analyzed. A new approach of the in vitro contact lens wettability analysis is the in vitro measurement of the drying-up time by means of a modified corneal topographer (horizontally mounted Keratograph SM, Oculus) [16], the so called Non-Invasive Keratograph Drying-Up Time (NIK-DUT). [17] The NIK-DUT measurement is based on the projection of an illuminated ring pattern onto the contact lens surface and it’s reflection from it.

Purpose
The primary objective of the study is to determine the in vitro dewetting characteristic curves of different hydrogel and silicone hydrogel Daily Disposable Contact Lenses (DDCLs) measured out of their specific blister solutions using the NIK-DUT procedure to determine the short term dewetting characteristics. The secondary objective is to measure the in vitro dewetting characteristic curves of the same lenses soaked in saline solution (control) and in artificial tear solution (ATS) to determine the long term dewetting characteristics. Following exploratory endpoints:
1) Area under curve (AUC)2 Time at 25% dried up surface (NIK-DUT_S25);
2) Time from starting the measurement manually directly after placing the lens onto the stage, till the time at which 25% of all segments show a dry-up area
3) Time at 50% dried up surface (NIK-DUT_S50): Time from starting the measurement manually directly after placing the lens onto the stage, till the time at which 50% of all segments show a dry-up area

Material and Methods
To analyse in vitro contact lens (CL) surface dewetting, the novel technique Non-Invasive Drying-Up Time (NIK-DUT) was applied. For that a horizontal-positioned corneal topographer (OCULUS Optikgeräte GmbH Wetzlar, Germany) projected illuminated placido ring pattern onto the CL surface and distortions and gaps were recorded as dewetting on the CL surface.

Dewetted area was measured over a time of 180 seconds using a sophisticated software which was controlled by a trained investigator. Determined front soft CL surface was divided into 169 segments which can be defined as “dried up” or “moisten”, depending on the reflection of the ring patterns. Resulting area under curve (AUC) was used to evaluate time depending dewetting process as well as NIK-DUT_S25 (time when 25 % of segments have been dried up) and NIK-DUT_S50 (time when 50 % of segments have been dried up).

Results
Every averaged measurement set consisting out of twenty single measurements has been transferred to SPSS version 21 for statistical analysis. The Kruskal Wallis test was performed in order to investigate if the not normal distributed, independent measurement sets were statistically different. The six different DD lens materials were grouped for blister solution, saline solution and ATS. All groups showed intragroup and intergroup differences. A post hoc analysis was performed (results not shown in this poster). Blisters Solution: The Kruskal Wallis test shows a highly significant result (p<0.001) for the dewetting area per time, NIK-DUT_S25% and NIK-DUT_S50% of the blister solution. The null hypothesis that all material groups provide the same dewetting behavior of the CL surface must therefore be rejected.

Conclusion
The NIK-DUT data which was achieved from the out of blister solution measurements show the slowest dewetting for the nelfilcon A material and its blister solution followed by the delefilcon A material in combination with its blister solution. The fastest dewetting was seen in somofilcon A material and its blister solution. Some materials showed very similar results when measured out of saline solution or blister solution. Those material and blister solution combination can have potential for optimization. An optimized blister solution is important as it supports the initial comfort when inserting the lens. The assessments of all materials out of ATS in comparison to the control solution, which was unpreserved saline solution showed an improvement when using ATS. However differences which have been present in saline investigations almost disappeared when using ATS. The only exception is the dewetting behavior of delefilcon A out of ATS which outperformed all other materials when measured out of ATS. This may be the results of the unique water gradient technology which binds superficial water and likes to interact more with ATS than other lens surfaces.
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